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PREFACE

The Oceanic Area System Improvement Study (OASIS) was conducted in
coordination with the "Committee to Review the Application of Satellite

and Other Techniques to Civil Aviation (also called the Aviation Review

Committee or the ARC)." This study examined the operational, technolog-
ical, and economic aspects of the current and proposed future oceanic

air traffic systems in the North Atlantic (NAT), Caribbean (CAR), and
Central East P4cific (CEP) regions and assessed the relative merits of
alternative improvement options. A key requirement of this study was to
develop a detailed description of the present air traffic system. In

support of this requirement, and in cooperation with working groups of
the Couuittee, questionnaires were distributed to the providers and

users of the oceanic air traffic systems. Responses to these question-
naires, special reports prepared by system provider organizations, other
publications, and field observations made by the OASIS staff were the
basis for the systems descriptions presented in this report. The
descriptions also were based on information obtained during Working
Group A and B meetings and workshops sponsored by Working Group A. The

information given in this report documents the state of the oceanic air
traffic system in mid 1979.

In the course of the work valuable contributions, advice, data, and
opinions were received from a number of sources both in the United States
and outside it. Valuable information and guidance were received and

utilized from the International Civil Aviaiton Organization (ICAO), the
North Atlantic Systems Planning Group (NAT/SPG), the North Atlantic
Traffic Forecast Group (NAT/TFG), several administrations, the Interna-
tional Air Transport Association (IATA), the airlines, the International
Federation of Airline Pilots Association (IFALPA), other aviation aso-
ciated organizations, and especially from the "Comittee to Review the

Application of Satellite and Other Techniques to Civil Aviation."

It is understood of course, and should be noted, that participation
in this work or contribution to it does not imply either endorsement or
agreement to the findings by any contributors or policy agreement by any

administration which graciously chose to contribute.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The state of oceanic navigatia technology (along with human factors

and ATC technology) is a primary determinant of how efficiently aircraft
can utilize oceanic airspace while maintaining acceptable levels of

safety. This technology encompasses position determining equipment such
as inertial navigation systems, Omega, automatic direction finding

receivers, and altimeter devices. It also encompasses attitude and

airspeed measurement systems.

To make the movement of many aircraft in the same airspace manage-

able, most aircraft in the North Atlantic (NAT), Central East Pacific
(CEP), and Caribbean (CAR) are flown on tracks. In the case of the NAT

and CEP there are a number of parallel east-west tracks designed to
handle the bulk of traffic. In the CAR, many tracks are along routes
defined by ground based nondirectional beacons and Very High Frequency
Omniranges (VOR).

Based on a combination of historical experience and analysis of

sample aircraft navigation errors, aircraft flying the same geographic
area at or above 29000 must be separated by either 2,000 ft vertically
or by 15 to 20 min (depending on operation mode) in crossing over common
fixes. Alternatively aircraft tracks can be separated laterally by 100

to 120 nmi (depending on the oceanic area). Composite separations of
1000 feet and 100 nmi are used between some parallel tracks.

Major oceanic routes are often entered under direct radar surveil-
lance. While aircraft are on their oceanic routes there is only

indirect surveillance of the aircraft, accomplished by radio relay of

position reports to air traffic control centers.

To determine when horizontal separation minima can safely be
reduced, providers of air traffic services in the NAT. monitor the

lateral and longitudinal navigation performance of aircraft.' Recently,
the lateral separation minimum in the organized track system of the NAT
was reduced from 120 to 60 nmi; and shortly, the longitudinal separation
minimum on these tracks will be reduced from 15 to 10 min.

ix
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS

ADF Automatic direction finding
AFTN Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunications Network
ATC Air traffic control
CAR Caribbean
CEP Central East Pacific
CDU Control display unit
DHE Distance measuring equipment
ETA Estimated Time of Arrival
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FAR Federal Aviation Regulation
FIR Flight Information Region
GPS Global Positioning System
HF High Frequency
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
INS Inertial navigaton system
Loran LOng RAnge Navigation system
min Minute
M4NPS Minimum Navigation Performance Specification
MTBF Mean time between failure
NAT North Atlantic
NAT/SPG NAT Systems Planning Group
NAV Navigation
NDB Nondirectional Beacon
Omega Low frequency global navigation system
OTS Organized Track System
SAR Search and rescue
SD Standard Deviation
UK United Kingdom
US United States
VLF Very low frequency
VOR Very-high frequency omnirange
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I• INTRODUCTION

This document contains a brief description of navigation systems
specific to the oceanic areas covered in this study. These areas include
the North Atlantic (NAT), Central East Pacific (CEP), and portions of
the Caribbean (CAR) regions. The primary purpose of the report is to
provide the reader with an understanding of the role of navigation tech-
nology in shaping oceanic operations. Emphasis is placed on identifying
navigation systems in use and describing the capabilities of those
systems as they influence such factors as separation minima and
operating policy.

Navigation technology has evolved at a rapid pace in the last two
decades, spearheaded by the introduction of inertial navigation systems
(INS) to the comercial aircraft fleet in the 1960's. Section 2 is an
overview of navigation and control concepts utilized to maintain the
flow of traffic using this technology in oceanic areas. Sections 3, 4,
and 5 present details particular to operations in the NAT, CEP, and CAR,
respectively.
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2. AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION (AND CONTROL)

2.1 Background

When flying under instrument flight rules, aircraft plying the NAT,
CEP, and CAR regions are required to obey the "Rules of the Air," speci-
fied in Annex 2 to the Convention of International Civil Aviation pub-
lished by ICAO (Ref. 1, Sec.5.1.1). Annex 2 specifies that: "aircraft
shall be equipped with suitable instruments and with navigational equip-
ment appropriate to the route to be flown." The countries in which
aircraft are registered have the responsibility of assuring that air-
craft are properly equipped, and that training, operating procedures,
maintenance etc. meet specified standards.

Annex 6 of ICAO (Ref. 2) goes a little further in Sections 7.2.2
and 7.3 by specifying that navigation and communication must be
redundant.

Within most high density domestic airspace, aircraft equipment
requirements often require certain types of specific equipment such as
navigation receivers and indicators that can be used to navigate using
specified radionavigation aid signals. The accuracy of components of
both airborne and ground based equipments are sometimes specifically
defined. In the, oceanic areas studied in this program, the navigation
equipments are seldom stated explicitly, (unless states of registry
choose to specify them). Instead a general specification is used delin-
eating the overall accuracy of aircraft operation. Indeed, various
oceanic navigation systems that may be used to cross the subject areas
in the CEP, NAT, and CAR. States of registry have the responsibility of
assuring compliance with requirements in existence for various oceanic
FIRs.

2.1.1 Aircraft Control Concepts

Aircraft navigation (and control) can be accomplished in two ways.
The first is by continual ground instructions from controllers such as
that often used in terminal areas. The instructions can consist of

4 • headings, airspeeds, altitudes, climb rates, and the like, that an
aircraft should maintain. The instructions can also consist of short
segments of routes to be flown. This type of control will be called
1"tactical" aircraft control, and is most often used where both control-
lers and pilots are continuously in direct contact and both know, within
a small percentage of error, where the aircraft is. A controller must

.know instantly where all nearby aircraft are, what their intentions are,
and there must exist procedures for aircraft to continue their flights
with reasonable safety in the event of various systems failures such as
loss of controller/pilot voice contact or radar failure.
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The second way to navigate (and control) aircraft is by issuance of
detailed preplanned clearances issued to aircraft prior to entry into a
particular area; the clearances typically are approvals or suggested
modifications of flight plans filed by pilots. Controllers issuing
clearances must use procedures that ensure reaso. nle safety and pre-
clude the occurrence of aircraft conflicts between aircraft using a
certain region or aircraft assigned particular tracks or routes. This
second method will be called "strategic" control and tends to be used
wherever radar and/or communications services to aircraft are limited or
unavailable. Strategic clearance procedures must be designed so that
normal inflight vagaries associated with crew or equipment performance
will not degrade system safety. (NOTE: The terms "strategic" and
"tactical" control as used in this document should not be confused with
similar terminology (i.e., strategic and tactical planning) commonly
used by NAT ATS personnel with reference to clearance limits.)

In practice, most airspace is controlled with a combination of
strategic and tactical control. Sometimes one dimension is controlledstrategically,-while another is controlled tactically. For example, over

the oceans, controllers may monitor aircraft speed by observing aircraft
reporting point arrival times and issuing instructions requesting change
of Mach when necessary.

Since aircraft under strategic control may cross each other's paths
and follow each other under conditions where see and avoid concepts are
infeasible, the concept of "time" is important in navigation. That is,
an aircraft's flight crew should be able to predict when they will pass
by certain points so other aircraft approaching those points can cross
them without excessive delay (i.e., without excessively large separation
minimums). The concept of time prediction clearly involves speed con-
trol of aircraft. Time prediction accuracy of navigation is an impor-
tant factor in determining how much communication is required between
aircraft and/or aircraft and ground-based controllers and how well.
existing airspace can be utilized. The ability of a flight crew to
accurately predict the progress in time of their flight can reduce the
need to report positions to controllers who must maintain separations
between nearby aircraft.

In the oceanic areas there is a preponderance of strategic control.
Unlike highly developed domestic areas, the oceanic areas have almost no
radar coverage except at some entry and exit points and no direct pilot/
controller communications. There is, however, indirect aeronautical
mobile radio coverage, which is used to follow aircraft and monitor
separations via radio reports. This mechanism is used to deal with
unpredictable situations that occur in flight (such as failures of
equipment). It is also used to handle requests by aircraft to make
maneuvers (such as climbs or route deviations).

4



2.1.2 Factors Affecting Controllability of Aircraft

The tracks or routes that an aircraft uses to transit oceanic air-
space are defined by center lines, which are segments of great circles
connecting specific points (defined by latitudes and longitudes) and
pressure altitude. The accuracy with which an aircraft can stay on its
track can be described by:

Altitude accuracy--the ability to measure and maintain barometric
altitude within a specified number of feet.

Cross-track accuracy--the ability to measure and stay within a
specified distance of the route centerline.

Along-track accuracy--the ability to estimate and control within a
specified accuracy how far along the route an aircraft has gone.

Time (or velocity) accuracy--the ability to estimate within a
specified accuracy in minutes the time at which an aircraft will
arrive at an along-track point.

Altitude is determined by barometric pressure; cross track position and
along track position are determined by radio type devices and/or self-
contained devices such as INS. Ground speed can be derived from several
sources. Some devices such as INS or Doppler can determine ground speed
directly with good accuracy. Ground speed can also be estimated by
differencing position fixes or using estimated winds, airspeed, and
heading to calculate ground speed. Airspeed is determined by suitably
processed pitot static system data.

Maintaining separations between aircraft requires that "relative"
positions between aircraft be correct. For example, if followingaircraft indicate the same airspeed, which is seldom equal to ground

speed, they will not catch up to each other, presuming that they exper-
ience the same atmospheric conditions. A similar statement can be made
about altitude. Hence, for separation purposes, aircraft can sometimes
operate with navigation devices that are consistent from aircraft to
aircraft but do not provide absolute measures of position relative to
earth-fixed coordinates.

The primary source of navigation and control error in the airspace
considered in this study is thought to be human error rather than
equipment error. Human error (by pilots, controllers, communications,
etc.) includes misuse of equipment, operation without proper equipment,
errors in reading or copying clearances, and so on. In the domestic
environment the human error is heavily mitigated by independent radar
surveillance of aircraft movement wherever there is heavy airspace
utilization. In the oceanic environment, safety is maintained by
requiring aircraft to operate at large separation distances and
maintaining dependent surveillance of aircraft with radio position
reports from pilot to ground.
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2.2 Navigation (and Control) Technology

Existing and future separation minima and operating procedures are

heavily dependent on the technology used to determine and control air-
craft position and velocity. This technology consists of equipment that
directly affects navigation accuracy, and equipment that allows indepen-
dent checking of that accuracy, including communications devices,
surveillance equipment, collision avoidance systems, and so on.

2.2.1 Primary Oceanic Navigation Equipment

For the purposes of this study we group navigation devices

(1) Altimetry equipment

(2) Horizontal position measurement equipment
(3) Airspeed measurement equipment.

2.2.1.1 Altitude Determination

Transport aircraft generally cruise at specific flight levels where
a specified constant atmospheric pressure is maintained. The height
above mean sea-level at which an aircraft actually flies is thus a

function of how the atmosphere varies from a defined mean at any given
time. All nearby aircraft experience similar atmospheric deviations.

Hence, though the atmospheric pressure versus altitude may cause air-
craft to fly up and down relative to mean sea level, nearby aircraft

- flying assigned barometric pressures would maintain their relative

separations.

"Pressure altitude," or flight level, is measured from pitot-

static systems on an aircraft. The static system pressure transducer is
-" - generally fed into an air data computer that can compensate for various
* known static system errors.

In two older Arinc Specifications (e.g., Arinc 549 and Arinc 565,
Refs. 3 and 4) the 95% accuracies for altimeter equipment at 30,000 ft

*are given as +/-75 ft and +/-40 ft, respectively; at 50,000 ft they are

given as +/-125 ft and +/-80 ft, respectively.

Current vertical separations for jet-aircraft cruising altitudes

above 29,000 ft is 2,000 feet. That is, a block of +/-1,000 ft from an
*aircraft's nominal flight path is assumed to provide adequate protec-

tion. Actual vertical separations between aircraft operating in the
same airspace are difficult to measure even in domestic areas where
there is radar coverage. Primary radar systems cannot determine air-
craft altitude, only aircraft locations in range and azimuth relative to

its position. Secondary surveillance radars utilize a transmitted
digital reading from an aircraft's own altimeter system to obtain the

* 6



aircraft's pressire altitude. Radar data from secondary surveillance
systems (where available) tend to identify pilot or autopilot errors in
achieving or maintaining clearance pressure altitudes, within the
accuracy tolerances of the individual airborne alteruator systems.

Aircraft in low altitude airspace (where see-and-avoid concepts can
be used) operate with vertical separations as small as 500 ft. Aircraft
up to Flight Level 290 in US domestic airspace can operate with Instru-
ment Flight Rules (IFR) traffic assigned to altitudes that are multiples
of 1,000 feet, and Visual Flight Rules (VFR) traffic can use these alti-
tudes offset by 500 ft (see Federal Aviation Regulations 91.109 and
91.121). If pilot, control error, actual instrument and other errors
could be accurately analyzed, it might be possible to reduce vertical
separations above Flight Level 290.

2.2.1.2 Horizontal (Lateral and Longitudinal) Position on

In the horizontal plane, aircraft must be able to identify their
current position either as at (1) a particular latitude and longitude or
(2) some direction and distance from a known reference or (3) some other
arbitrary coordinates. Aircraft must also be able to follow a specified
radial from a ground device or fly over a fixed great circle segment
defined by two points. Table 1 briefly summarizes the methods used for
horizontal navigation.

The accuracy of lateral (cross track) navigation is important in
determining the minimal allowable separations that can be assigned to
parallel flight paths. Current]y, the ICAO specification fol aircraft
operating in NAT tracks require that aircraft be capable of navigating
with a I standard deviation of 6.2 nmi of their assigned route. That
specification also specifies more important parameters such as limits on
the percentage of time systems might operate out of preset tolerances.
The specification is called the Minimum Navigation Performance Specifi-
cation (MNPS), and is outlined in ICAO Document TN 13/5N, "Guidance and
Information Material Concerning Air Navigation in the NAT Region."

Longitudinal aircraft navigation accuracies determine how close
aircraft can follow each other in-trail and how far apart aircraft
should be when they cross paths. This involves speed measurement
because there is a predictive element (discussed in the following
section) in determining an aircraft's crossing of specified reporting

* points.

Lateral and longitudinal navigation accuracies are roughly similar

when aircraft use such systems as Omega or INS to determine position.
Their accuracies tend to vary, however, as a function of time (in the
case of INS) and geographic position and other vagaries (in the case of

"4 Omega). When aircraft fly using medium or short range ground-based aids
such as non-directional beacons (NDBs) or very high frequency omni-
directional ranges (VORs) the situation is complicated because omni-
directional ground-based aids generally provide better navigation
accuracy when aircraft are in close proximity to the ground stations.

7



TABLE 1

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF COMMONLY USED
HORIZONTAL NAVIGATION TECHNIQUES

(i) Dead reckoning. Starting from a known position and using airspeed
and estimated wind and compass heading, estimate a future position.

(2) VOR navigation. Fixed ground stations tadiate an omnidirectional
VHF signal on a published VHF channel. The signAl ii modulated so
that an aircraft instrument can sense the radial relative to any
VOR station to which its receiver is tuned. It can conveniently

intercept and fly inbound or outbound on any specified radial, all
of which are referenced to magnetic North. Much domestic airspace
is navigated this way.

(3) ADF navigation. Fixed ground stations radiate an omnidirectional

signal in the 200-1750 KHz band, acting as nondirectional beacons
(NDB). Automatic direction finding equipment (ADF) can find the
bearing of the station (relative to the direction of the nose of
the aircraft). By using the compass to determine aircraft heading,
it is possible to calculate the radial on which the aircraft is
flying to or from the NDB and to intercept and track inbound or

outbound on a radial. This requires some subtle wind compensation
since the heading held by the aircraft is not the same as the
heaing of the ground track that the aircraft follows.

(4) DME. Fixed ground transponder generally co-located with VORs.
Airborne equipment gives slant distance to the station. With both

VOR/DME or several DMEs an aircraft can calculate its latitude and
longitude.

(5) INS. Self-contained inertial instruments on board the aircraft

sense horizontal and rotational accelerations. Starting from a
known position and velocity, i.e., a ramp at an airport where the
aircraft is parked, the system is aligned (usually by sensing the
earth's rotation) and thence it integrates (using a computer)
accelerometer data to get velocity relative to the earth and also
to get position relative to the earth. These systems are self-
contained. At or near the poles it may be impossible to align the
systems due to the fact that the earth's rotation vector is straight

up relative to the INS, but operation over the poles with an
aligned system poses no problems.
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TABLE I (Concluded)

(6) Omega Systems. Using a worldwide network of eight special low

frequency ground-based radio stations an on-board aircraft unit can
select several signals and calculate, using a digital computer,
latitude and longitude. Such syscems operate best if aircraft
velocity data, measured by an independent system such as doppler
radar, is also programmed into the computer to permit independent

* .compensation of signal changes due to aircraft motion. For accur-
ate navigation, corrections for propagation anomalies are also made
by the computer.

(7) Loran C. This is functionally similar to Omega above but primarily
for coastal navigation. It is more accurate than Omega but cover-
age iA not global. The onboard equipment is radically different

from t:he Omega system. It cannot provide broad ocean coverage and
requires many stations for complete coastal coverage.

(8) Doppler. This is an airborne unit that utilizes a radar signal
reflected from the earth's surface beneath the aircraft.. The
doppler shift of the return is used to estimate ' elocity. This
velocity is combined with aircraft attitude systems in a computer,
and the result is numerically integrated from a known initial fix
(such as an airport) to determine position. The return signal can
be lost for significant periods of time due to poor reflection,
during which time navigation continuity is provided by the computer
memory. These systems are relatively inaccurate and will have
errors that grow significantly unless frequent position fixes are
used to correct drifts. Hence, doppler is primarily used to
provide auxiliary data to other systems.

9
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2.2.1.3 Airspeed Measurement

Longitudinal navigation of aircraft generally requires control of
airspeed (expressed in terms of Mach number in cruise conditions), as
opposed to ground speed. Mach number is a function of! the atmosphere
through which aircraft fly. Aircraft flying approximately the same paths
generally experience atmosphric conditions that are similar. Hence, if
two aircraft fly behind each other at known Mach numbers it is generally
possible to predict how their spatial separations will vary with time.

Mach number accuracy from air data computers such as those meeting
Arinc Specification 565 (Ref. 4), are specified to be:

.+- .005 at mach 0.5
+1- .005 at mach 0.95
+/- .01 at mach 1.00

At nominal flight levels of 350 (35,000 ft) Mach I flight corres-
ponds to a true airspeed of 578 knots. Typical cruising speeds are
around Mach 0.8 which is 462 knots (at 35,000 ft). In one hour, an
aircraft could vary in its estimate of future position by about
.005 x 462 - 2.3 nmi due to Mach error. In fact, wind and other factors
may increase position prediction error, but in the practical case all
aircraft in the same environment will be similarly affected.

Many jet transports used for longer oceanic flights carry systems
that measure ground speed directly. Such aircraft still must rely on
predictions of winds when estimating their arrival time at a point in
the future, but, in general, they can make better estimates of ETAs at
along track position fixes than aircraft that do not carry such
equipment.

Current operating procedures for most airlines involve (1) in the
majority of cases choosing a Mach number at which to operate or (2)
accepting a Mach number from controllers. That speed is then maintained
by manual adjustment of throttles or by using a flight management system
that automatically controls airspeed. Experience on the North Atlantic
has indicated consistent longitudinal separation of commercial aircraft
flying common tracks, and based on this experience, longitudinal sep-
aration has been decreased to present limits over the past decade.

2.3 Navigation Procedures

The typical sequence for oceanic navigation is as follows:

(1) An aircraft crew at an airport sets its INS, Omega, etc.,
into an initialization mode by inserting appropriate
information into the navigation computer. It may also program
the waypoints along which it will fly (if known). The latter
can be changed in flight. Figures I and 2 show typical INS
and Omega computer/display units used to input data. (Systems

4 10
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with extensive memory, such as tape cassettes, are used in

some aircraft. Some of these systems can program the system,
call up prestored waypoints, and do other functions once the
pilot has defined a route.)

(2) The crew also selects the appropriate frequencies on naviga-
tion receivers (VORs and ADFs) to be used on departure.
Appropriate new frequencies are selected as aircraft move from
one navigation aid to the next in domestic airspace. Since
DMEs are usually colocated with VORs, they are normally
channel paired in a unique way so that selecting a VOR fre-
quency automatically selects the frequency at an associated
DME.

(3) The aircraft departs the runway. If in radar-controlled
domestic airspace, the crew is frequently given radar vectors
that vary from its plan but allow it to return to the plan in
case of radar or communications failure. Aircraft taking off
from an airport near an oceanic boundary may receive an
oceanic clearance while on the ground. Other aircraft receive
their oceanic clearances while in flight. The clearance can
specify the earliest time at which the entry point to the
ocean should be crossed.

(4) Assuming no radar vectors, the aircraft navigates to an
oceanic entry point using a speed that will bring it to that
point at the proper time. It determines its progress along
the planned flight path by proper application at available
short range radio navigation.

(5) When beyond the shorter-range navigational aids, the aircraft
proceeds to follow its planned flight path using INS, Omega,
or other suitable navigation references. The INS can provide
display of latitude and longitude at pilot request and
displays the arrival at a waypoint (generally a reporting
point). Typical INS and Omega units also estimate the time of
arrival at the next waypoint on the basis of current
ground-speed projections.

(6) The crew flies on its route at its cleared or flight planned

Mach number, depending on whether or not special Mach
separation rules are in effect on the aircraft's track. At
specified waypoints (often every 10 degrees of longitude) the
crew reports time of crossing and expected times of next
crossing via radio.

13



(7) The crew, during its flight, can request altitude changes via
radio. Under certain circumstances it may request more
complicated routing changes. If conditions require aircraft
deviation from a clearance for safe flight, there are
published special preferential maneuvers and radio reports
must be issued to concerned controllers regarding the
deviation.

(8) On arriving within range of shorter range navigation aids, th.-
aircraft crew may use them to update long range navigation
equipment, or they nay revert to short range navigation
techniques.

The number and serviceability of radionavigation devices to be
carried by civil aircraft on international flights are specified by the
competent civil aviation authority in accordance with the provisions, as
a minimum, of ICAO Annex 6. In the case of some systems, the installa-
tions provide for automatic comparisons of redundant systems to detect
discrepancies and to isolate malfunction in equipment. In any case, it
is necessary for flight crews to monitor and crosscheck various equip-
ment for indications of malfunctions. The entire issue of error in
navigation is extremely complex and is discussed further in the
following section.

The flight crews can generally elect to manually steer aircraft or
directly connect navigation outputs to the aircraft autopilot, with the
latter mode predominating in long range cruise flight. In the first
generation of jet transports such as the Boeing 707, interfaces between
autopilots, displays, etc., were generally via analog signals. Modern
equipment utilizes digital interfaces between navigation equipments and
widespread use is being made of small digital computers and digital
displays in navigation and control subsystems.

2.4 Navigation Limitations

There are broad classes of error that must be considered when
determining how accurately aircraft can navigate. These are:

* Crew error or ground personnel error in using systems
* Basic equipment accuracy limits
* Equipment failures.

These classifications are not simple to make because there are regions
of overlap in catagorizing them. For example, a navigation system may
fail, but a crew member may not notice a failure indication signal or
the discrepancy between several devices. As another example, it may be
difficult to make the distinction between what constitutes a failed

4 system and what constitutes an inaccuracy. Equipment failures may or
may not be detectable by an aircraft crew.

4: 14
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In practice, human erro- is thought to be a large element in air-
craft navigation error. Human error occurs in a number of ways, but
good operating procedures can contain them within acceptable limits.
Particularly with highly automated systems, it is important that equip-
ment design be such that the improper insertions of data or program is
highly unlikely, and that good cross-checking procedures be instituted
to minimize the possibility of improper insertions.

In the NAT extensive surveys (Ref. 5) continue to be conducted of
lateral navigation errors of aircraft arriving within radar coverage
after crossing the ocean through MNPS airspace. Preliminary data from
that study lumped normal navigation errors and equipment failures. In
33,000 flights, 23 were detected as having lateral errors of 30 nmi or
more from their expected arrival track. Of these, 9 deviations were
attributed to normal accuracy or failures (2 of which were reported to
ATC while aircraft were flying), while the other fourteen errors appear
to be human errors. All extremely large errors (those that violated
current separation standards fell into the human error category; these
included airspace use by improperly equipped aircraft and improper
insertion of navigation data into navigation systems (such as the use of
erroneous waypoints due to ATC or flight crew error).

Available analyses of navigation system errors did not answer
several questions of general importance when considering future oceanic
system improvements. Some of these are:

(I) What portion of errors (if any) are assumed due to hard
failures that should be detected and corrected by human
intervention?

(2) How should the redundancy provided in systems be used to
minimize navigation errors?

(3) What are the failure characteristics of individual navigation
units?

Answers to questions (1) and (2) would help directly in determining to
what extent oceanic system analysis can treat failures as special cases
(such as turnbacks in the track systems) in computing separation stan-
dards. Question 3 is important because an answer to it is necessary
before questions on the benefits of redundancy can be answered.

Answers to questions such as the above would strongly affect an
assessment of the long-term capability of strategically controlled

aircraft and the desirability or necessity of providing refinements and
improvements to the present system.

Oceanic separation minima are now so large that occasional failures
in navigation and control mechanisms will have little effect on safety.
In the case of a known failure of an aircraft's long range navigation
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system, pilots or controllers can maintain separation of an aircraft, if

necessary, from others via altitude changes. Wide lane widths and long
distances between aircraft make occasional letdown or climbs possible

without risk of a collision.

2.5 Some Trends in Navigation Equipment

In the last 10 years the cost of INS appears to have dropped (in
real dollars), and Omega now offers an even less expensive navigation

system for some applications. Commercial INS prototypes using laser
gyros have already been floun successfully. Laser inertial systems have

been specified for the next generation of Boeing transports to provide
primary attitude stabilization data as well as navigation outputs.

Lasers eliminate much of the mechanical reliability limitations inherent
in conventional gyros. It also appears that existing manufacturers are
making more accurate equipment. Even intermediate-range radio devices
such as ADFs used in the Caribbean and in some other offshore areas have
become more accurate, utilizing nonmechanical devices to track signal
direction.

Altitude and Mach measurement equipment has improved. The use of

digital air data computers permits more convenient and accurate calibra-
tion of data presented to the flight crew.

Data from various devices are being combined digitally to permit
blending of various navigation systems. This can enhance accuracy, make
possible automatic calculations of such parameters as winds, and permit
some automated cross-checking of various sensors or subsystems. Some
commercially available navigation systems, for example, can utilize
VOR/DHE and INS signals to cross-check self-contained navigation devices
and adjust estimates of position based on interpolation of the data when
the aircraft is within range of ground-based navigation aids.

The United States Air Force has launched prototype orbiting
satellites in support of testing a concept that would provide global

navigation coverage using relatively inexpensive navigation receivers.
Signals from this system may become available to civilian users. These
signals can have accuracies that are better than those avaiiable from
conventional domestic VOR/DME signals. The system is called the Navstar
Global Positioning System (GPS).

Another development, closely related to navigation, involves

efforts associated with collision avoidance system concepts. Separation
minima are constrained by the need to prevent collisions in the rare
instance when an aircraft deviates from assigned track or speed. Col-
lision avoidance systems might provide a measure of warning against
conflict situations in a way that is not entirely dissimilar to that

*provided by radar.
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3 NAT NAVIGATION

3.1 Routes

NAT traffic is dominated by the 300 or so aircraft per day flying
between Europe and North America. This traffic is almost all easterly
in the early part of the day (0000-09W0 Greenwich Mean Time) and
westerly later in the day. Merging with this traffic is traffic that
follows polar routes between the western part of the U.S., Canada, and
Europe. This polar traffic must merge with or cross the mainstream of
traffic mentioned above. Also, a flow of traffic between southern

Europe, the Caribbean, and other southern points may merge with or cross

the mainstream of the European/North American traffic.

The main traffic flow is handled on an organized track system
(OTS)--a set of tracks defined once per day for easterly traffic and

once per day for westerly traffic. The tracks have predominantly
one-way traffic; at most, only a few tracks are dedicated for counter
flow. Details of organized tracks are made known to users via
traditional aeronautical information distribution sources.

Aircraft flying in OTS request the track they want. These tracks
are designed to optimize aircraft performance by considering upper air

circulation, but some tracks are more desirable than others; these are
awarded on a first-come/first-served basis. Aircraft flying counter to
the OTS main-traffic direction, or flying so as to merge or cross the
OTS, file random tracks. Aircraft that fly counter to track traffic or

random tracks can often fly well north or south of the tracks because
they want to avoid the wind conditions that are most desirable for the
majority of traffic. Organized tracks may be provided for counter-flow

traffic, if necessary.

3.2 Overview of Navigation and Control Characteristics of
NAT OTS Traffic

Most aircraft enter and depart the end points of the organized
tracks under radar control and/or over a fix defined by a short-range
VOR/DME or NDB. Other aircraft fly randomly filed tracks that may merge
with an organized track (under certain conditions). Furthermore, when
OTS tracks are northerly, some aircraft operate for a short time under
radar coverage of Iceland and can be guided directly by ground con-
trollers for altitude and other changes. Figures 3 and 4 show NAT track

entry and exit areas, and Figure 5 shows estimated radar coverage areas
at 30,000 ft at entry and exit areas.
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Tables 2 and 3 show samples of organized track listings for the
NAT. Most tracks are defined by integral latitude and longitude
points. Some tracks had composite separation through 1980, meaning that
aircraft at the same flight level were separated LateraLly by 120 nmi,
and aircraft operating at 1000 ft above and below were separated later-

31 ally by 60 nmi from aircraft on the first-mentioned track. Figure b
shows how aircraft were actually separated in a particular westbound
flow period. Figures 7 and 8 plot the westbound organized tracks as
they occurred on July 6, 1981.

Organized NAT track information is generally available to air
carriers at least 8 hours before an OTS goes into effect. Waypoints can
be entered on the ground prior to takeoff (if a clearance is already
available), or in the air when a track clearance is issued. Each way-
point latitude and longitude to be used is keyed into a pilot's CDU
(control and display unit) of the INS or Omega navigation system; so
that it may be checked visually for accuracy before being entered into
the computer.

3.2.1 OTS Traffic

Currently, all aircraft using specified portions of the NAT air-
space must meet minimum navigation performance specifications (MNPS)
that specify how accurately aircraft must be able to fly assigned tracks
over the ocean. The MNPS requirements were developed by various bodies
including the ICAO 9th Air Navigation Conference, the Limited ICAO NAT
RAN meeting (1976), and the NAT Systems Planning Group (NAT/SPG). Basic
requirements are contained in ICAO document 7030, Regional Supplementary
Procedures, and are elaborated in the ICAO document. "Guidance and
Information Material Concerning Air Navigation in the NAT Region", T
13/5N, July 1978. A sample MNPS advisory circular specifying MNPS
requirements as issued by the US FAA is given in Appendix A. Currently,
only aircraft with some combination of redundant INS and/or Omega sys-
tems are capable of meeting MNPS standards. Aircraft unable to meet
MNPS standards cannot fly in the area blocked out by 27 degrees North
and 67 degrees North, the eastern boundaries of the Santa Maria Oceanic,
Shanwick Oceanic and Reykjavik FIRs, the western boundaries of Reykjavik
and Gander Oceanic and New York Oceanic FIRs east of 60 degrees West and
flight levels 275 and 400.

Radar at each end of the OTS is used to monitor compliance with
MNPS standards by making sure aircraft have stayed within acceptable
bounds of their assigned route. Tables 4 and 5 (excerpted from ref. 5)
are sample summaries of how far off course aircraft have been obse-ved
when arriving at their end points. These data are further discusied in
a later subsection. The most recent data was not available at the time
of this writing.
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TABLE :'
* ORGANIZED TRACK LISTING FOR WESTBOLND FLOW ON JULY 6, 1978

HAL076 060120
DD CYZZAA KNZZNT MUHACUOW PHNLXANT MKJPJMOW MYNNZG
060115 EGGXZQ
NAT TRACKS FLS 310/370 INCLUSIVE JULY 06/1100Z TO 06/2200Z
PART ONE OF TWO PARTS

* A 59/10 62/20 62/30 61/40 59/50 PRAWN CYKL
* WEST LVLS 310 330 350

EAST LVLS NIL
EUR RTS WEST 2
EUR RTS EAST NIL
NAR NA150 NA194 NA196 NA197

B 57/10 60/20 60/30 59/40 57/50 LOACH HADOK CYKK
WEST LVLS 310 330 350 370
EAST LVLS NIL
EUR RTS WEST 2

* EUR RTS EAST NIL
NAR NA140 NA186

C 56/10 58!20 58/30 57/40 55/50 OYSTR KLAMM CYPN
WEST LVLS 310 330 350 370
EAST LVLS NIL
EUR RTS WEST 2
EUR RTS EAST NIL
NAR NA134 NA179

D 55/10 57/20 57/30 56/40 54/50 CARPE CYNA
WEST LVLS 320 340 360

* EAST LVLS NIL
EUR RTS WEST 2
EUR RTS EAST NIL

* NAR NAL28 NA175

E EGL 56/20 56/30 55/40 53/50 CYAY
* WEST LVLS 310 330 350 370
* EAST LVLS NIL

EUR RTS WEST 2
EUR RTS EAST NIL
NAR NA125 NA171

END OF PART ONE OF TWO PARTS
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TABLE 2 (Concluded)

ORGANIZED TRACK LISTING FOR WESTBOUND FLOW ON .I1,Y 6, 1978

HAL081 060131
DD CYZZAA KNZZNT MUHACUOW PHNLXANT MKJPJMOW NYNNZG
060126 EGGXZQ
NAT TRACKS FLS 310/370 INCLUSIVE JULY 06/1100Z TO 06/2200Z
PART TWO OF TWO PARTS

-K F 53/15 54/20 54/30 53/40 51/50 CYSG
WEST LVLS 310 330 350 370
EAST LVLS NIL
EUR RTS WEST 2 VIA SNN
EUR RTS EAST NIL
NAR NAIZ NA168

G 52/15 53/20 53/30 52/40 50/50 CYQX
WEST LVLS NIL
EAST LVLS 320 340 360
EUR RTS WEST NIL
EUR RTS EAST CRK.
NAR NA12 NA67 NA68

H 50/08 50/20 50/30 50/40 49/50 CYRZ
WEST LVLS 310 350

" EAST LVLS 330 370
EUR RTS WEST 2
EUR RTS EAST LND
NAR NA7 NA63 NA64 NA11Z NA161

J 48/08 48/20 48/30 48/40 47/50 COLOR
WEST LVLS 330 350 370
EAST LVLS NIL
EUR RTS WEST QPR
EUR RTS EAST NIL
NAR NAI31 NA159

K 4430/13 46/Z0 46/30 46/40 46/50 COLOR
WEST LVLS 310
EAST LVLS NIL
ET"' RTS WEST STG
EUR RTS EAST NIL
NAR NAI31 NA159

* L 4030/15 42/20 43/30 43/40 43/50 42/60 POGGO
WEST LVLS 310 350
EAST LVLS NIL
EUR RTS WEST BUGIO
EUR RTS EAST NIL
NAR NAI00

WESTBOUND TRAFFIC ON TRACK KILO CONTACT SHANWICK OAC FOR CLEARANCE
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TABLE 3
ORGANIZED TRACK LISTING FOR EASTBOUND FLOW ON JULY 6, 1978

CYZZAA KNZZNT MUHACUOW MKJPJMOW PHNLXANT MYNNZG MKPPZR
051159 CYQXZQ
NAT TRACKS FL310/370 INCLUSIVE
JULY 06 OOOOZ - 0900Z

U CYAY 53/50 53/40 55/30 55/20 55/10 BEL
FL EASTBOUND 330, 350, 370
FL WESTBOUND NIL
NARS NAZI NA2Z NA81

V CYSG 51/50 52/40 54/30 54/20 54/15 EGL
FL EASTBOUND 320, 340, 360
FL WESTBOUND NIL
NARS NAI7 NA18 NA72

W CYQX 50/50 51/40 53/30 53/20 53/15 SNN
FL EASTBOUND 310, 330, 350, 370
FL WESTBOUND NIL

- NARS NAI3 NA14 NA67 NA68

X CYRZ 49150 50/40 52/30 52/20 52/15 CRK
FL EASTBOUND 320, 340, 360
FL WESTBOUND NIL
NARS NA7 NA63 NA64

Y CYYT 48/50 49/40 51/30 51/20 50/08 LND
FL EASTBOUND 310, 330, 350, 370
FL WESTBOUND NIL
NARS NA5 NA59 NA60

Z CYSA 46/50 47/40 49/30 49/20 48/08 QPR
FL EASTBOUND 330, 350, 370
FL WESTBOUND NIL
NARS NAI NAS NA52

ANK021 051206
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TABLE 5

SUMMARY OF SOME LARGE EXCURSIONS MEASURED IN

INITIAL PHASE OF MNPS PROGRAM

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Date FL Deviation Category 30 50-70 Traffic
nm nm nm Movements to Date

Jan 8 380 55 1 1 1 921
14 330 40 5 1 1612
14 310 46 4 1 1612

24 350 47 1 1 2764
Mar 2 330 30 5 1 7478

17 350 180 3 1 1 9415

26 350 50 1 1/2 1/2 10577
30 370 60 5 1 1 11094

Apr15 300 55 1 1 1 13409
19 290 120 4 1 1 13992
21 330 60 1 1 1 14203
23 310 40 1 1 14575

May13 370 60 4 1 1 17857
14 370 55 2 1 1 18031
15 340 100 5 1 18205
19 370 38 4 1 18900
20 290 130 4 1 1 19074

Jun 7 370 40 1 1/2 22528
8 380 30 1 1 22748
17 340 70 2 1 1 24728

Jul11 350 60 3 1 1 26950
25 370 30 4 1 32274
29 330 38 1 1 33024

Notes:

1. Column 4 refers to the categories defined by the Scrutiny Group.

Cat 1. Normal navigational errors (including equipment
failures)

Cat 2. ATC Loop errors (including clearance problems)

Cat 3. Equipment control errors (including U oint/autopilot
problems)

Cat 4. Unauthorized to fly MNPS (repeatable).
Cat 5. Retrofitting or subject of Government Assurance

(unrepeatable).
3. The numeric values in Columns 5 and 6 define the weighting

applied to individual gross error events in the Mathematical
analysis. Weighting of 1/2 indicates failure or error was
reported to ATC in flight.

4. Column 7 provides the approximate total number of flights
observed by the monitoring radars before each gross error

t4 event.
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In addition to meeting MNPS requirements, NAT OTS traffic desiring
favorable routing must be able to accept Mach speed assignments, since
aircraft in the same track (flight level and route) are separated longi-
tudinally by this method. In estence, such Mach assignments allow
aircraft to fly closer together longitudinally than would be permitted
under ordinary oceanic procedure i. This reduced separation is accom-
plished by being very precise about entry points to a track used by many
aircraft and by having good knowledge of how these aircraft will pro-
gress along the assigned route. Aircraft may only enter tracks at
intermediate points or specify their own Mach if controllers can provide
them with projected 20 minute longitudinal separations between leading
and following aircraft at all wayponlts rather than the 15 minutes (or
less when slower aircraft are following faster aircraft) allowable with
Mach separation.

OTS traffic is cleared for its entire oceanic flight prior to entry

into oceanic airspace. Aircraft are cleared for a single altitude for
the whole route, but requests for changes in altitude can be made

enroute and will be granted if controllers have adequate knowledge of
nearby aircraft positions.

3.2.2 Random Track NAT Traffic

Caribbean and polar traffic merging with crossing traffic or
running counter to the OTS direction requests its own random route.
Where these routes conflict with the OTS, such aircraft often are
required to fly low altitude segments (e.g., flight level 290) to avoid
conflicts.

Merging with OTS tracks by random traffic is generally not feasible
because OTS traffic is generally closely spaced. Inserting an aircraft
into an OTS track requires that at the least the aircraft ahead and
behind the potential insertion point be separated by at least 40 min-
utes, allowing 20-minute separation between the inserted aircraft and
fore and aft aircraft. Note that inserted aircraft cannot operate at
Mach separation since Mach separated aircraft must enter a track over
the same ground based (radar or other navaid) fix.

Random-track oceanic traffic is cleared through all contiguous
oceanic FIRs on its entry to an oceanic control sector, but it is not
guaranteed a conflict free flight without reclearance except in the case
of Shannon border. It may be cleared to a point at one altitude and
then to another point at another altitude within an FIR at the discre-
tion of controllers. In the special case of Shanwick-Gander traffic,
clearances are often issued for the flight through both FIRs.

Random NAT traffic is most constrained by its inability to obtain

desired altitudes. Polar, Caribbean, and counter-track traffic is sel-
dom constrained from flying desired ground tracks until within potential
conflict of OTS traffic. Conflict is often resolved by flying this
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traffic at Flight Level 290. Although carriers flying random tracks may

also carry equipment that conforms to MNPS standards, it is difficult
for them to merge into the mainstream OTS traffic flow. It may be

impossible to do this type of merging without some type of surveillance
of aircraft because converging aircraft experience different meteorolog-
ical conditions and other uncertainties that make the planning and
execution of Mach-separated merges difficult.

3.3 NAT Navigation Aids

NAT is serviced by at least the following primary navigation aids:

INS systems.

Omega (and possibly VLF) radionavigation coverage.

VORs, DMEs and NDBs along the boundaries of the regions, are

shown schematically with triangles in Figures 3 and 4.

Radars located at:

- Keflavik (Iceland) - Moncton (Canada)

- Stornoway (Scotland) - Sydney (Canada)
- Shannon (Ireland) - Goose Bay (Canada)
- Gander (Canada) - San Juan (Puerto Rico)
- Lajes (the Azores) - Bucks Harbor (Maine, USA)
- Whitehorse (Florida, USA) - Winthrop (Mass., USA)
- Patrick (Florida, USA) - Suffolk (N.Y., USA)

- Richmond (Florida, USA) - Bennshall (Virginia, USA)

- Key West (Florida, USA) - Jedburg (South Carolina, USA)

Table 6 is a partial summary of on-board equipment in use on the NAT as
obtained from a survey conducted within this study. Seven air traffic
services (ATS) centers--Gander, Prestwick, New York, Santa Maria, San
Juan, Miami, and Reykjavik--coordinate traffic, and six associated radio
communication stations provide VHF and HF ground-to-air links that relay
messages between aircraft and the ATC facilities.

The bulk of aircraft entering or departing the NAT does so under
radar surveillance. Exceptions include:

Some Caribbean traffic that enters or departs between San Juan and
Miami radar coverage or enters or departs to the east of. San Juan.

Some polar traffic and northern track traffic that enters Canadian
or Reykjavik airspace.

3
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3.4 Accuracy and Reliability of NAT Navigation

Radars at entry points (Ref. 5) are being used to estimate how well
jet transports can navigate across the OTS, based on their arrival point
after oceanic crossing. Tabular data from Ref. 5 were shown in Tables 4
and 5. The statistics taken there indicate that the standard deviation
of the lateral error in arriving flights is less than 5 nmi. Some
errors of greazer than 30 nmi were observed. Out of 33,000 eastbound
flights, 23 were observed to be in this category between January 1 and
July 31, 1978 and only 2 of those reported navigation failure in
flight. Ten of the above flights were found to be improperly equipped
for MNPS operation.

Literature from major INS manufacturers (see Ref. 6) indicate that
existing systems are achieving 3,000 hr of mean time between failures.
Omega manufacturers (see Ref. 7) predict similar MTBFs. MNPS systems
must have two operating primary systems on NAT entry, but such systems
may not always be entirely independent. For example Omega systems can
share antenna, and INS systems share LDUs. The readily available data
are not such that it is possible to compute theoretical system
reliability, but it is most desirable that this be done in the future.

Some examples of human errors that can influence navigation
performance include the erroneous issuance or recording of a clearance,
erroneous inputs into aircraft navigation systems, failure to cross-
check equipment during flight, failure to report inconsistency of two
primary navigation systems, failure to fly aircraft according to course
indicators, etc.

3.5 NAT Navigation Financial Information

Aircraft using the FIRs serviced by Canada, Denmark, Iceland,
Ireland, and the UK are billed for navigation and communication services
that they use. Canada has a navigation charge of about US$ 45 per
flight through the NAT. The UK charges approximately US$ 72 per flight,
and Iceland and Denmark levy a charge collected by the UK. Total
navigation and communication charges for a NAT flight are about US$
200. The labor associated with the ATS facilities is the mkjor
component of the navigation charges. The United States does not bill
users directly for its share of navigational services.

0. Short-range navigation aids on the European and North American
coasts serve both domestic and oceanic functions. The relative need for
either use is not known. Some aids on Iceland and Greenland serve
primarily low-altitude aircraft. Costs of some of these facilities are
charged to oceanic traffic.

NAT aircraft, in addition to their normal complement of equpient
for domestic use, must carry some combination of navigation units
capable of very long-range overwater operation. The lowest cost MNPS
system available today would be two Omega units at a total price of
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approximately $100,000 installed or two INS Units at approximately
$200,000. Typical operating costs for such units are US$ I per flight

* hour for Omega, and four dollars or so for INS. Indirect costs asso-
*ciated with delays, need to reroute, and the like due to failed equip-

ment are unknown but was not mentioned as a problem by any operators
responding to study questionnaires issued to NAT users.
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4 CEP NAVIGATION

4.1 Routes

As with NAT, the bulk of CEP traffic navigates on organized tracks.

However, these tracks remain geographically fixed, although the flight
levels and directions used on the routes are varied to accommodate
traffic flow peaks. Also, as with the NAT organized tracks, composite
separation is used. Figure 9 shows an outline of these tracks. Each
track begins at a VOR fix under radar surveillance. The heavy track
traffic (some 80 to 130 aircraft per day) moves between the coast of
California in the United States and Hawaii. Lesser numbers of aircraft
fly between Canada and Hawaii merging with the tracks at their western
end. There is also merging traffic that flies between Northern Asia and

* the North American Coast directly. Very few aircraft (i.e., several per
month) coming from the Southern Hemisphere actually cross the tracks on
a North/South route.

An aircraft crossing the tracks from the south or from the north-
west will generally arrive in the CEP with an altitude that could
conflict with other aircraft. Such aircraft contact and receive clear-
ance from the Oakland or Honolulu ATS facilities. These aircraft may
have larger navigation error than organized track aircraft which gener-
ally only fly 2,000 nmi or so on long range-aids. Since some navigation
errors (such as INS errors) tend to grow with time it is not clear
whether very long-range flights (e.g., from Japan or Australia to North
America) could meet MNPS standards at the ends of their flights as
easily as aircraft flying shorter routes.

MNPS requirements are not in effect on the CEP. Hence, there is no
single specific international requirement concerning the accuracy with
which CEP aircraft navigate. In large part, however, CEP aircraft are
equipped about the same as NAT aircraft, with double and triple INS
units, omega units, and so on. As with the NAT, controllers believe
that there are occasional aircraft flying the CEP without adequate long
range navigation equipment.

4.2 Navigation Aids

Traffic entering or departing the CEP in the region of Hawaii and
the U.S. coast enter and leave the track under the surveillance of radar
located at:

San Pedro (California, USA) Honolulu (Hawaii, USA)
Paso Robles (California, USA) Kokwee (Hawaii, USA)
Half Moon Bay (Calif., USA) Maui (Hawaii, USA)
Crescent City (Calif., USA) Mt. Kaala (Hawaii, USA)
Salem (Oregon, USA) Seattle (Washington, USA)
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OITL.IR or C FlUB TRACKS

End Point Reporting Poiatm--1 z 3 4 5 End P-3int

APACK TRACK A ABSOL ADENI ADMEN ABNER AMILL ALCOA
N24 03.0 N27 18.2 NZ9 56.0 N32 22.6 N34 36.1 N36 34.8 N37 50.0

W156 19. 0 WISO 59. 2 W146 08. 9 W141 03. 6 W135 42.1 W130 04. 1 Wt25 50. 0

BITTA TRACK B BANDY BEATS BEGGS BAKON BLUFF BEBOP
N23 32.0 N26 31.8 N29 06.8 N31 30.7 N33 41.9 N35 38.6 N37 00.0

W155 29.0 WISO V. 4 W145 37. 3 W140 32.9 W135 3.3 W129 38.1 W125 00.0

CLUTS TRACK C CHEAK CITTA COOGS COPPI COSTS CLUKK
. N23 00.0 N25 45.8 N28 18.9 N30 41. 2 N32 51.1 N34 46.9 N36 05.0

W154 39. 0 W149 56. 5 W145 07. 2 W140 04. 2 W134 46. 8 W129 14. 5 W124 50. 0

DENNS TRACK D DANKA DEROK DEZZI DOPPS DONER DUETS
N22 22.0 N24 39.2 N26 50.4 N28 50.6 N30 38.4 N32 2.4 N33 04 2

W153 53. 0 W149 11.4 W144 12. 4 W139 02. 1 W133 40. 3 W128 ("7. 3 W124 31. 0

EBBER TRACK E EXAMS ENGIN ENTTA ESCRO EKTAS EDSEL
NI2 43.0 N23 51.9 N26 01. 6 N28 00.7 N29 47 8 N31 21.6 N32 14, 5

W153 09. 0 W148 41. 3 W143 43. 4 W138 34.9 W133 15. 4 W127 45. 2 W124 05 9

FITES TRACK F FABBY FADER FESTO FEARS FONZA FOOTS
SN20 49 0 N23 03.3 N25 08.2 N27 02.7 N28 45. 6 N30 15.6 N31 07.9

W153 00 0 W148 0. 4 W143 12. 0 W138 03. 8 W13Z 45. 6 W127 17. 5 W123 32. 8
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Figure 10 is an approximate schematic of the coverage provided by these
radars.

Figures 11 and 12 indicate the VOR/DME and NDBs available for entry
and exit to the CEP. Mach number assignments are frequently used on the
CEP tracks. Q'nega coverage exists in the CEP. The majority of CEP
traffic uses INS navigation. Although a 1974 survey (Ref. 8) showed a
large usage of Doppler, Loran A and C, Celestial Navigation, and Conso-
lan as shown in Table 7, discussions with controllers and users of the
airspace indicate that these statistics have probably changed consider-
ably in the intervening 6 years.

4.3 CEP Navigation Accuracy and Reliability

CEP navigation accuracy data is available from an FAA project
conducted in 1973-1974 (ref. 9). Since that time there may have been
improvements in on-board navigation systems. The FAA obtained lateral
errors with standard deviations of approximately 7 nmi in the 1973-1974
study. Table 8 is reproduced from that study. Some of the occasional
large errors found in the CEP study were correlated with specific
users. Data were obtained on 72 flights that were 30 nmi or more off
course. Results were as follows:

Crew errors 57
Equipment failure 11
Weather Problems 1
No Traceable Explanation 2

Fourteen other flights also had large deviations, but no data concerning

causes were obtained from operators.

4.4 CEP Financial Information

The United States, which provides ATS services in the CEP, imposes
no charges for navigation services. There are no known differences in
costs between aircraft operators in the CEP and those in the NAT, since
basically the same navaids are used by commercial operators.
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LAND EASED NAVIGATION AIDS AVAILABLE FOR CEP TRACK ENTRY AND EMIT AT WJEST END
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TABLE 7

SAMPLE OF NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT USED IN THE CEP IN 1973/1974
(from Reference 8)

Navigation Percent Percent of

System of Sample Failures

INS 58.2 1.3

Doppler NAV System 33.9 6.7

Doppler (Sensor Only) 11.6 7.6

LORAN C 12.8 8.4

LORAN A 27.4 1.7

Celestial 21.3 .08

Consolan 30.7 .03

4
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5 CAR NAVIGATION

5.1 Routes

Caribbean routes fall into two groupings. There are (1) longer

oceanic routes that require very long-range navigation aids (such as INS
or Omega) and (2) airway routes served primarily by high-power non-
directional beacons and/or VOR/DME transmitters. Approximately 500
scheduled aircraft fly daily in this area. Most fly only on shorter
over-water segments in the Miami and Houston FIRs.

Figure 13 depicts the FIRs and many of the CAR routes. Most air-

craft can get their desired routes, although desired altitudes are not
always available. Since over-water route lengths such as those across
the Gulf of Mexico are less than 1,000 nmi, the fuel penalties paid for
an unfavorable altitude do not appear to be as severe as on long NAT or
CEP routes.

Many of the routes shown in Figure 13 merge or diverge in over-
water airspace. Since most of these routes are operated with Oceanic
separation minima of 100 nmi lateral separations, 20-min longitudinal
separation, and 2,000 ft vertical separation, the total number of routes
available in an area is not a good measure of how much traffic can be
handled. For example, in regard to the two routes shown in Figure 13
that go from GNI (New Orleans) to TAM and TUX in Mexico, it would be
necessary to clear aircraft using one route 20 min or more after a lead
airplane had used either route.

A major problem that arises frequently in the CAR route structure
is the need to reach cruise altitude before departing radar coverage and
entering the high altitude route structure and/or crossing an FIR

boundary. Flights leaving the Miami area, for example, must often
spiral to altitude before being sent south over Cuba. Heavy jets
operated by Eastern Airlines are spiraled as often as twice a week for
14-min periods before being released.

Long routes in the Gulf of Mexico, such as A-6 from Galveston,
Texas, to Cozumel, Mexico, or A-49 from New Orleans to Mexico City
require NDB navigation over 700 nmi stretches between ground-based
radionavigation transmitters. There are several published routes
between the New York area and the San Juan area, such as A-23 and A-20,
which have 1,400-nmi stretches between the NDB transmitters defining
their routes. Most of these routes operate according to oceanic
separation standards.
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Piarco and San Juan handle long over ocean flights that fly
miscellaneous tracks bound for or coming from Europe and Africa. Much
traffic observed in this study moves along coastal areas to utilize
accurate land-based navigation services and avoid carrying life rafts
and other equipment required for extended overwater flights.

Some aircraft in the Gulf area now request routing not on the
established NDB routes, permitting shorter or more convenient flight
paths. This can impose problems for a system that, unlike the NAT or
CEP, is crisscrossed by fixed NDB routes. The mechanical procedures
required to assure oceanic separations can become very complex if steady
streams of crossing or merging traffic are all given their requested
altitude. Hence controllers use extensive altitude separation and time
margins between aircraft crossing the same intersection at the same
altitude.

In some cases CAR routes are being flight checked to permit opera-
tions that are separated according to domestic standards. Inspection
agreements must be made where a route crosses an international
boundary. For example, Houston Center has considered realigning A-49,
between Mexico and the United States and operating several parallel
routes at non-oceanic route widths. This, however, would require joint
inspection agreements between the United States and Mexico (Ref. 1).

5.2 Navigation Aids

The primary navigation aid in the Caribbean is the non-directional

beacon. The Gulf coast, the Florida east coast, and San Juan have
extensive radar coverage in the United States. Merida and Mexico have
radar that provides coverage for aircraft in the region of the Yucatan
coast according to questionnaire responses from Mexico. Published
aeronautical charts show no enroute radar facilities available in other
coastal areas. Figure 10 shows approximate radar coverage in the CAR.

The FAA has planned the implementation of secondary radars along
the corridor serving Miami-San Juan via installation of remote units on
Grand Turk Island and one other location to be determined (such as
Eleuthra). Mexico has planned an additional en route radar site between
Mexico and Merida to provide coverage of the whole northern Yucatan
coast.

Some Canadian and U.S. air carriers operating in and through the
CAR have indicated that they carry Omega equipment in that area. Omega
and closely related Very Low Frequency (VLF) equipment is being used in
the Gulf of Mexico by low flying helicopter operators. Carriers have
indicated they have, or are installing, single units.

5.3 Special CAR Control Problems

Visits to various CAR facilities revealed special problems unique
to the CAR. These included:
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Flight management of low flying helicopters servicing oil platforms
in the Gulf.

Operation of very high performance business jet aircraft (often
being ferried) by crews with limited familiarity with procedures or
required languages through CAR FIRs.

Transport aircraft entering FIRs without prior notice, possibly due
to communication limitations.

Many aircraft flying the CAR area prefer to operate Vii only (i.e.,
they do not wish to carry HF radios), but thio can result in
operating limitations since VHF reception is marginal in many
island areas and across the Gulf of Mexico at low jet altitudes
(e.g., 29,000 ft).

In addition, there is some concern that there are insufficient routes to
efficiently handle increasing traffic using current separations. Air-
craft flying the San Juan-Miami corridor, the North Gulf coast to Mexico
City or the Yucatan, and the New York to Caribbean traffic frequently
arrive in groups. Such aircraft are generally altitude separated on
their requested routes.

5.4 CAR Financial Discussion

Only the most limited financial data is available on CAR costs, so
no explicit costs will be presented. The significant costs in the CAR
navigation system appear to be the procurement and operation of high-
power NDBs. Aproximately 10 key NDBs prescribe routes in the Gulf of
Mexico. The East Coast of the United States has approximately five NDBs
supporting CAR routes. Approximately another 30 NDBs and 39 VORs
ringing the Caribbean define the major routes considered in this study.
The extent to which these devices are used as terminal aids and/or the
degree to which they support marine navigation is unknown.

The FAA performs flight inspections of some CAR navaids. No
separate cost data for this function was available.

A separate document (ref. 9) contains user charges levied in the
CAR. These user charges are often lump sums encompassing air traffic
services, communications and navigation facilities.
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FEDERAL ,VIAU1 ;IO; ''":'"'St ""U
OPER8.TI0NAL AP?ROVAL OF A-IRBOM IDNG-F.)JG NKVh2ATIOI S'ST M

SUBJECT: FOR aIC-71 1I-,HD TR !.00TH ATLAIMTC ~T~MAU'VIGATI0Oi PMO1V'-WUOE

1. PURPOSE. This Advisory Circular sets forth acceptable means, but. not
the only -eans, for operators certificated under Par.s 121 or 123 of the
Federal Aviation Regulat3ons (FAR) and cperators utilizing large aircraft
under FAR 135.2, to obtain approval to operate a specific airspace
over the North Atlanti2 designated as the North Atlantic (.AT) .in!.
Navigation Performance Specifications (I.SPS) airspace after 0001 Greenwich
Mean Time (G:r), December 29, 1977.
.2. REFZRZCES. Federal Aviation Re!Tjlations 91.1, 121.79, 121.355, 121.309,

121.405, 121.411, 121.413, 121.415, 121.427, 121.33, 12443, 121.45,
123.27, 135.2, AC 121-13, AC 25-4, AC 120-31A and ICA0 An.ex 2.

3. ThPFOZ. TION.

a. The conc~tpt of the lWIS was proposed on a -:orld:Lde basis at the
Thternational Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 9th Air ":avigation
Conference. The objective of M21PS i3 to ensure safe separation of
aircraft and enable operators to derive maxium econcmic benefit frm
the improvement in navigation performance deonstrated in recent years.

b. The IPWS concept is scheduled to be impleu.ented on a regional
basis, talng into account particular regional operating conditions. At

the September 1976 Limited North Atlantic Regional !ir N4avigation Meeting,i criteria for 11US, end the introduction of these criteria .within parts of

the HAT Region, effective at 0001 Gl, December 29, 1977, were agreed
upon. (This date corresponds to the initial decc=issicni.ng of Loran-A
in the NAT Region.) The area concerned is desi&-.ated as the "NAT-WS
airspace."

Initiated by: AFS-223

10 D471C 
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e. NAT- MPS airspace is defined as follows:

(1) Between latitudes 27°N and 67°N.

(2) The Eastern boundaries of Santa aria Oceanic, Shanwick Oceanic,
and Reykjavik Flight Irormation Regions (FIR).

(3) The Weste.n boundaries of Pe .a'.ik end Gander Oceanic rIP.'s
and New York Oceanic FIR East of longitude 600 1J.

(4) Between FL 275 and FL 400.

d. Contingent upon supportive statistical data, the lateral separation
of aircraft in the :AT-2PS airsoace is schedaled to be reduced in October
1978, from 120 ra to 60 n, and the 2000-foot vertical 3eparation retained.
For users of the f.AT Organized Trazk Structurs (OTS), t'is should provide
additional tracks nearer the optimum track.

e. When esta'blishing the 'TS concept, it was decided by ICAO that all
operators des-irng to use the 1,.7S airspace Mast shc'¢ that navigation equ#.-
ment and procedvures to be used are capable of continuously complying with
the specifications. in the case of operat-rs certificated under Parts 12. cr
123 of the FA's and operators utilizing large aircraft under FAR 135.2, it is
the responsib-lity of the Federal Aviation Adniiistration (FAA) to make this
determination. Acceptable means of show irg origia-l conplance "ith the '.PS

requirements are contained herein. Continued copliance is the respornsibil-
ity of the operator.

f. As established by ICAO, the minimum navigation perfo-mance specifica-
tions required to operate in the airspace listed in paragraph 3c are listed
below. LAn operational interpretation of the requirement is in brackets
after the specification.]

(1) The standard deviation (one siva) of lateral track errors
should be less than 6.3 rm.

(2) The proportion of the total flight tire spent by aircraft 30 n
or more off track should be less than 5.3XIO. [The proportion of the total
flight time spent by aircraft 30 rm, or more off the cleared track should be
less than 1 hour in 1900 hours. (Note that 30 rnn is half of the lateral
separation; thus, an aircraft %rith such an error is closer to the adjacent
track than the cleared track.)]

(3) The proportion of total flilht time spent _by aircraft between
50 and 70 rn off track should be less tha. 1 ,3X10-

.  The proportion of the
total flight tinte spent by aircraft tet-;een 5) and 70 = off the cleared
track should be less than 1 hour in S0 ho..rs. (Note that between 50 and 70
n off track is equivalent to flying on the adjacent track.)]

Copy available to DTIC does not

1 4 peentt fully legible reproduction
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g. If ir-flight eq ment unserviceability redces the navigaticr,capability below: the ~S a3 established by ICAO, ;-- Trffic Control (ATC)

should be immediately acdised so that any necessa.r adjustments of aircraft
separation may be accompliohed.

h. In evaluating a navigation system for co.lp ance with ICAO I&PS,
consideration should be given to maintaining the --zh le-ve of na:igation
performance listed in paragraphs 3f(2) and 3f(3). . shold be noted
that flight time spent between 50 anl 70 ni- off t Lr f(3)] is also
flight time spent more than 30 nm off track [3f(2) . Applicerts shoi'd
consider equipment reliability and a h'-.n errors -nalysis when evaluat.ing
a navigation syst em for use in the -AT-2TS air3paze.

i. To ensure that safety is not cc.rpromised tho'gh failure of operator3
to meet the conditions set forth in raragraphs 3f(2) and 3(3) abve, iCAO
is establishirg procedures for monitorn-in of aircr-t navigation re rance
using ATC ra,=-s near the boundaries of i;AT-s:_3 eirspace. Lateral errors
in excess of 23 r. Awill be reported fcr invreztigation as appropriate.
Application of the ICAO -'-S reqaires contracting St-tes to take appr:priate
action concerning cperators who freT ently fall to neet the naf.gation
specifications, inclu"n3 restricti-*. flights or .-. hdrawing approval of
those operators to fly in the :A-:?S airspace. '7f there is an e:,cessive
number of large errors, it may become necessary" for ICMA0 to increase
separation standards until irprovement has been achieved.

4. OP--,ATIO.AL A?T-^L.

a. Genera..

(1) Operators certificated in accordan ith FAR 121, 123 or 135.2
desiring a:.pro'val to operate in :.T4:'S airs-ate should contact the FAA
office that administers their operating certifizate a miim-mm of 30 days
prior to-the start of the required evaluation.

(2) Navigation equipment utilized and the associated operating
procedures are the choice of the certificate holdar. The essential provision
is that the combination of equipment and methc of operation meet the naiga-
tion accuracy established by ICAO for operations "ithin the kUT.PS airspace.

(3) Data gathered from operational experience with certain equipment
now in service, such as Inertial Uaigation Syste=s (DIS), have demonstrated
the capability of meeting the VAT--v2?S. It is anticipated that dual INS
systems can be approved for operation in the YXT-i"PS airspace without
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further evaluation if the equipment his bee. installed, operated wid main-
tained in accordance with Appendix G of FAR 121.

(4) Until more operational experience is obtained, ONEZ-A, or a
combination of OI,3GAPILF, should not be authorized as a sole meansa of navi-
gation within IA-P.Either O=GA or .,:E LFmyb ue sanudt
method for another navrigation system previously approved by- the ?AA. If a
combination of 0 G2-A/VLF is proposed -as a means of updatirg another previous-
ly approved navigat61ion systom, it ohould be demons trated t*hatL tha system is
capable of operating with 01-2MA only for upd-ate itnformation. The comibined
navigation system perfoxrance, not just the undating meants, should be evialu-
ated for operation in NAT-Z.STPS airspace.

(5) Since VLF comrmunication stations are not dedicated to navigation,
the use of VLF alone as k means ot lcngS-range navigation, or as a sole update
means to othter methods of aavlgation, 31hOUJd not be authorized within MAT-
MR~S airspace.

(6) Approval to use a navigation system for flight in :aA-MI4S
airspace does not constitute approval for t'nat system in accordance writh
Appendix G to FAR 121. However, credit may be given for flights and evalu-
ations conducted during IMPWS certification to;ards gaining FA 21 approval.

b. Procedures.

* (1) Approval to operate within the NAT42IPS airspace b.- use of
*navigation systems other than that listed :i Daragraph 4i(3) sh.culd be

based upon in-flight data acquisitions and in-flight evaluations that demon-
strate NAT-,%2PS compliance.

(2) Data acquired during in-flight evaluations should be tested for
overall navigation system compliance -with t he "RAT-422S by use of the statis-
tical methods detailed in Appendix 1.

(3) Data gathering and evaluation flights should be cnducted in the
NAT-10MP airspace over typical routes for w.%hich approval is requested. How-
ever, after sufficient operating experience has been gained, a portion of the
flight testing may be conducted as outlined below ini pararph 4b(7).

(4) The flights should be conducted over a period of n~ot less than
30 days to allow for exposure to varying environmental and atmospheric
conditions.

(5) The proposed system should be utilized for navigation purposes.
However, the currently approved system should be monitored and Used as
necessary to keep the aircraft within present lateral offset limitations.

COPY clvaiabl, to DTIC does imot
Pegu~t Mull legible reproduction
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(6) A maximuLm of either two or four independent observation points
per flight may be utilized to acquire data when ccrducting flights through
J0PS airspace. These pointts are:

(a) For aircraft not equipped with fl.:

1 Overheading the inbound VOR/D:.S./ DB gate-ay.

2 A reliable radar fix upon initial accuisition by ground-
based radar as the aircraft approaches the inbound gateway.

(b) Aircraft equipped with iNS:

1 The observation points listed in ( 6)(a)l and a above plus two
additional comparisons to INS that have a mirium of 1 hour separation, ard
are at least 1 hour prior to either fix mentioned in (6)(A) above. -_ny InS

• comparison should be at least 1 hour past the outbo,,d gate-ay.

2 The DNS ecuipment used for this c="parison should have sho'n
a composite error rate of less than one nauticalnmile per hour averaged over
the entire flight without any update. The comparisons should be post
corrected, based upon the 13'S error, rate experienced during flight.

(7) Flight testing should be conducted i- the !CF?.S airspace overrepresentative routes. Alternativel,, flight testing may be conducted over
other geographical areas provided the follo-ng conditions are met:

(a) In the case of radio-based navigation systems, the appli-
cant shows by simulation or analysis that the radio signal environment in.
the area used is no better than that in the Cl PS airspace. The simulationor analysis of the radio signal environmant should include such factors as
the number of stations. si.nal to noise ratio1 station geo~metry, and an.:,
other pertinent factor(s). The signal envircament in a given location may
be artificially rendered less desirable so as to zeet the above conditions
through manual station deselection in the airborne receiver.

"..t i (b) In the case of nTvigation systems which have errors that

tend to Increase as a function of tiUe, the duration of test flights should
be at least as long as a typical flight through ,' ?S airspace.

(c) Data points should be separated in time by at least 60
minutes, and should be overhead VOR/DZ stations.

(8) If an applicant's equipment (including antenna type and location)
is installed on an aircraft in a manner that duplicates the installation and
operating performance of the same t.pe ecuipment installed on the same t.pDe
aircraft under an eyisting Supplemental Type Certificate (STC), credit may
be given for data available from previous flights with the already approved
system.. The applicant's operating procedures and training should be

V.lp
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equivalent to that of the operator already approved to -e that system in the

NAT-1PS airspace. The crzdit given is for previously j-B.-istrated naviga-
tion system equipment perf/ornance:0 This :"-id decre-ase ; e nur-ber of, flights
required to obtain data if a sat.isfactor- :vel of -',-i-tion ptrformance is

demonstrated. In this instance, the graph in Figure 3 cf Apzer4lix 1 would
be used.

(9) Upon successfuJ demonstration of the required level of certainty

to meet the criteria, the operator's operations speCifi:ations drill be
amended to permit operations within :AT-..S airspace with the navigation
system(s) demonstrated.

5. EXPNSIGH CF 127?S T0 714M. CC=!)TC ASM. in t-I, 1NS bay be

imposed on other oceanic airspace. *.e szecificaticna i-osd -.%x.uld be
determined by the azo.-t of air traffic anticipated, na-igation aids available,
etc. Specifications for other oceanic airspaces may or WAy not be as demnd-

ing as those imposed over the "North Atl.-ntic. Approval tO operate within the

NAT-4 PS airspace does not constitute apprcval to o:era-e withi any other

HiPS airspace that may be imposed in the future.

A. ?ERRARESE
Acting Director
Flight Standards Service

CoPY avilable to DTIC does not
pl t fully legible 1 eprOducaon
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APPEMTIX 1. V-?LTAI^FC M*J.4 T) ' .VI-TO SYT

ATTE.P:T-G r3 ?.Y

1. BACICR~D

N a. A mathematical analysis was used by ICAO to asceetain that the
target level of" safety.- %ould be achieved in ?.PS airspace writh 60 rsn lateral
separation if certain r3~.1irCe%9nts for navigation system performance were

* met. These reqouirements w.ere calculated in 'the mathematical analZ .-sia to be
those listed in oarazraph 3f of this circular. IThis eopendix %ceals with
a means of demonstrating co-apliance with subpara~raph 3f (l) whjicl states
that the standard deviationl(one sig.-a) of lateral track errors shall be
less than 6.3 nn.

b. An extension of ths mat eznatical an~alysis was used to davelop a
fairly simple means for the FA~A ard the oerator to determine whether or
not the perfonoiance capability listed in subparagraph 3'(1) has been
demonstrated. -

c. The mathem"atics usmed ..as that of "lseouential samp;lin=." Tis has
the advantage of dete:=ining whn L-ifctorj performnance has been. de:.cn-
strated as a fPunction of the obser~ved navisaticnal accuracies. 1hus, a

sysem hic cnsistertly achieves superior accuracies will "Pass" sooner
than a s;ystem uttich 4-s .ust margiLnally acceptable. This is a mathem-atically
sound ard more equitable means of cczxliar-ce than one in -khich an arbitrary
number of flights is set beforehand, and that number is fixed no matter how
wl or how poorly the system performs.

* 2. THE '"PASS-FAIL" OR*HS.

a. The "IPass-7-a-l"I Graphs are shown, in Fig.ure 31, 1 and 3. On these
graphs are plotted successivte po0int 3 ofL the svun. of the absolute value of
lateral navi-gation errors (y-DawIs) versus the number of independent obser-
vrations taken (7-axis). Figure 1 is a graph ..hich depicts the entire
evaluation process for imatheratically determi-nfrg the acceptability of a
navigation system for -~S ooeration. Fi 4gures 2 and 3 are enlarrements of
the applicable testin; method con~cerned. Fiue2 applies to navigation
systems %w.hich have never received prior approval fcr use in &,S?S airspace.
Figure 3 can be used to &531St in deter-Ining satisfaction of V12lS criteria
for applicants reaquest:ng credit for data gathered during a previously
successful evaluation - see paragraph 4b(S3).

b. As an example for a sy-,stet that has never received prior approval,
assume that three indeperdent obsernations were taken on the first evalua-
tion flight. The three lateral navigation error-s -,e-re 4 Me left of track,
1 nm left of track, and 3 r; right of track, respectivelyr. The first Point
is plotted at 1 on the x-axis and 4 rm on the y-ax-is; the second at 2 on
the x-axis and 5 mm of the :7-axis; th2 third a 3 on the x-exis and 8 rm on

dos4o
*v~cii to ptl 6
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the y-axis. (Note that the errors always add whether rig-ht or left; they
do not cancel.) Data points from other flights continue to add sequentially
- see Figure 2.

c. As in the sample, the first data points will fall in the "Continue
Testirg" band. As more data points are added to the graph, a trend will
normally develop to-ward the "pass" or "fail" region t depering on ;he
observed navigational accuracy.

d. Once the series of data points reaches the "pass" line and/or extends
into the "pass" region, satisfactory performr.ce has been successfully demon-
strated. (Mathematically, the "pass" line was calculated so as to provide
95% certainty that the navigation system meets the IMI3.)

e. If the series of data points reaches Ihe "fail" line and/or exte.ds
into the "fail" region, unsatisfactory performance has been demonstrated with
95% certainty,. The operator should then either withdraw the aDplication

-i .*or rectify the problem(s) and start the evaluation flights over from the zero-
zero point on the graph. (It is not permitted to restart. at a position on
the graph .hich takes into account previous data po-'nts';:here the navigation
system was accurate, but ignores previous data points w ch sho-wed
inaccuracies.)

*. f. It should be noted that the x-axis is labeled "n rber of INDEPE IT
observatiorns." In this case, "independent" means that n aigation errors for
two or more successive data points must not be correlated. In order to
insure that this procedure has been met, guidance has been given in the body
of this circular regarding an acceptable means of taldLng observations which
can be considered independent.

g. Should the sequential sampling procedure not yield a conclusion (pass
or fail) after 200 independeni observations, the testing should be terminated.
The adequacy of the proposed navigation system should be determined by the

• following Chi-square test procedures

D, 14 + di + 93+ 000*060040 +400

D2  I~d1 + d2 + d3 + *................ +

where d is the -alue of the individual lateral errors. Positive or negative
errors must be ccn3istently applied throughout the samp in procedure. If a
deviation to the right ii considered positive on one flight, it crast be a
positive error on all subsequent flights. D1 is the sum of the square of

Cop, avoilble to DTIC doql not
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2 2 2 2 D2
each lateral error obs..ed; d + d + d etc. a0 is halgebraic sun of all of the 2C lateral rrors os'-red. As an illustra-
tion, assi-e that the data i-n the sa-ple sho;mn or, -igure 2 had nor yielded

a pass result after 200 independent observations. Than, = -4 rm;
d2  -1 rn; and, d = +3 nn.

D, 1(4 )2 (_1)2 + (+3)2 .......... + etc.

D1  16 + 1 + 9 + ........ +etc.

D2 -1. (-4) + (W) + (+3) + ........ . etc.

D2  -5 + 3 + .............. + etc.

Variance, f D1. - 22 ) + 199

If f2 is equal to or less than 46.36, the system is acceptable.

4.5
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